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For practical drug design purposes, the proposed method should be applied only if the analyzed database
includes a prediction set (a group of a new molecules, not yet synthesized, with unknown values of the
dependent property). The characteristics of the proposed method are: a) elimination of some molecules
from the initial calibration and prediction sets, according to the result of a specific molecular similarity
procedure b) the validation set is identified based on the results of similarity calculations and includes the
molecules of the new calibration set most similar to the molecules of the new prediction set c) inclusion of
the validation set in the new calibration set, used for model building d) it uses an original mathematical
formula as validation function e) the most suitable equation for the description of the molecules in the new
calibration set is different from the validated equation; these two equations are identified within the group
of the best 1000 QSPRs f)  the validated equation is considered the most suitable equation for the description
of the molecules in the new prediction set. In five QSPR studies the validated equation made better prediction
for molecules in the new prediction set than the most suitable equation for the description of molecules in
the new calibration set. In the sixth study the proposed method produced, for the same prediction set, a
better result than an external validation method.
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In QSPR (Quantitative Structure-Property Relationship)
studies one uses a calibration set (including molecules
with known values of the dependent property, used for
building  the QSPR equation) and a prediction set (including
new molecules, not yet synthesized, with unknown values
of the dependent property, not used for building the QSPR).
If the QSPR  is a QSAR  (Quantitative Structure-Activity
Relationship) the structures of the molecules in the
prediction set are the effect of the drug design effort. The
aim of this effort is to obtain ‘more valuable’ molecules
from the point of view of the bio-chemical activity or other
bio-properties.

‘The best’ QSPR gives the minimum sum of square
differences between the observed and calculated values
of the dependent property for the molecules in the
calibration set. The agreement between  these values,
evaluated with various statistical functions, is considered
a measure of the QSPR’s quality. ‘The best’ equation
includes a number of predictors  (calculable characteristics
of the molecules, used for prediction) and is used to
calculate the value of the dependent property for the
molecules in the prediction set. The agreement between
the observed and calculated values of the dependent
property for these molecules cannot be verified, because
the experimental values of the studied property for these
molecules are unknown.

To obtain a reliable equation for the molecules in the
prediction set the usual method is, according to the OECD
methodology,  the combination of external validation with
the calculation of Applicability Domain (AD) [1]. The
validation set is extracted from the initial calibration set. It
becomes a new prediction set, not used for building the
QSPR, in a QSPR study (external validation test) which
uses a new calibration set, smaller than the initial calibration
set. The agreement between  the observed and the
calculated values of the dependent property for the
molecules in the validation set is considered a measure of
the QSPR’s quality.
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There are a large number of papers which discuss various
aspects of the external validation [1-21]. The result of the
external validation depends strongly on the procedures for
the extraction of the calibration and validation sets from
the initial database [22-24], on the descriptors used and
on the features of the molecules in the calibration/validation
sets. Consequently, the reliability of external validation is
questionable and it is debated in literature [25-33]. Some
authors emphasized the incapacity of certain QSARs to
estimate correctly the bio-properties, despite the good
result of validation [34].

In our opinion, using an external validation set, extracted
from the initial calibration set, and the calculation of AD, to
verify/measure the predictive quality of QSPRs, is a very
questionable method for the following reasons:

a) if the best QSPR is obtained using all available
molecules the equation cannot be  validated by external
validation because there are no other molecules available
to make a validation set

b) if the best QSPR is obtained using a new calibration
set, extracted from the initial calibration set, the equation
can be validated (non-extracted molecules are included
in  the validation set), but the validated equation is different
from the equation of a), from the point of view of the
included predictors and weighting factors; in fact, which
equation should be the subject of the external validation -
a) or b)?

c) the result of the external validation test strongly
depends on the extraction method, because this method
has a great influence on the representative sample
character of the (new) calibration set in the (new)
calibration set + validation set aggregate; if the validation
set includes, for instance, the molecules with highest/
lowest values of the dependent property, the result of the
validation test is catastrophic (at least from the point of
view of correlations between the calculated/observed
values of the dependent property), because the similarity
of the (new) calibration and validation sets is low; actually,
it is difficult to verify whether the selection of the calibration
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and validation sets is deliberately biased to maximize the
predictive capacity of the model being published

d) the result of the external validation test depends
strongly on the presence/absence of the outliers in the initial
calibration set

e) the result of the external validation test depends
strongly on the diversity and similarity of the molecules in
the calibration/validation set from the point of view of
various molecular features [35-39]

f) each author uses his own external validation method
because, unfortunately, there is still no standard method
for external validation

g) the molecules of the prediction set can be quite
different from the molecules of the calibration set, from
the point of view of the chemical structure, molecular size,
shape, lipophilicity, flexibility etc.; however, as a rule, the
characteristics of the molecules in the validation set have
nothing to do with the characteristics of the molecules in
the prediction set; consequently, the same validated
equation is considered ‘suitable’ for the description of any
prediction set, which can have very unpleasant practical
consequences on the cost and time of research

h) the calculation of the Applicability Domain (AD) uses
the calculation of the leverages, which define AD
boundaries; the value of the leverages for molecules in the
prediction set are well correlated with the difference
between the average value of the dependent property
(calculated for the calibration set) and the values of the
dependent property (calculated for the prediction set);
however, the value of the leverages are not well correlated
with the residues; this low correlation can be easly verified
by any reader, using known values of the dependent property
for the molecules in the prediction set [40, 41] and it is not
the subject of this paper; therefore, the presence inside/
outside the AD do not say anything about the absolute
differences (residues) between the calculated and the
experimental (unknown) values of the dependent property
for the molecules in the prediction set; moreover, the AD
method, based on leverages, is suitable only if the data
distribution is normal [42]

The paper proposes a new way of identifying and using
the validation set in QSPR studies, as an alternative to the
external validation method(s).

Experimental part
Methods and formulas

The analyzed database (calibration set + prediction set)
is subject to molecular similarity calculations, using a
previously described algorithm [35, 43]. This algorithm is
not the subject of this paper.

The database is analyzed, step by step, from five points
of view (chemical structure, molecular shape, size,
hydrophilicity and flexibility). The procedure divides the
molecules of the database, five times, into ‘clusters’
(groups), according to the molecular similarity. Each time,
each cluster includes or not certain molecules of the
calibration set and certain molecules of the prediction set.
Finally, each molecule of the calibration set is included 0,
1, 2, … 5 times in the clusters which include (some)
molecules of the prediction set and each molecule of the
prediction set is included 0, 1, 2, … 5 times in clusters
which include (some) molecules of the calibration set.
The number of ‘times’ is called here the ‘similarity index’
SI. A molecule of the calibration set with SI = 0 is very
different, from all five analyzed points of view, from any
molecule of the prediction set. A molecule of the prediction
set with SI = 0 is very different from any molecule of the
calibration set.

The newly here proposed procedure goes through the
following steps:

i) the molecules of the calibration set with SI = 0 are
eliminated

ii) the molecules of the prediction set with SI < 3 are
eliminated

iii) the molecules of the calibration set with SI > 0 are
included in the new calibration set

iv) the molecules of the new calibration set with SI > 2
are marked as molecules in the validation set; thus, the
validation set is included in the new calibration set

v) as a rule, the steps i) – iv) are repeated until the new
database has the same number of molecules in the
calibration, validation and prediction sets as the previous
database

The limit values for SI in each step and usefulness of the
step v) were empirically determined using various
databases and many QSPR studies.

Accordingly, the validation set includes the molecules
of the new calibration set which are most similar with the
molecules of the new prediction set, from the point of view
of chemical structure, molecular shape, size, hydrophilicity
and flexibility. Actually, the percentage of the validation set
in the calibration set is a measure of the similarity of the
calibration and prediction sets. In addition, the new
calibration set does not include molecules very different
from the molecules of the new prediction set and the new
prediction set does not include molecules quite different
from the molecules of the new calibration set.

Applying the proposed procedure increases the similarity
of the calibration and the prediction sets (as a whole) from
some points of view and decreases the similarity from other
points of view. Here, the similarity SIM is the median of the
five calculated similarities (chemical structure, molecular
shape, size, hydrophilicity and flexibility) for the final
database, with values in the range [0, 1].

Then, the new database is used in QSPR calculations.
After ‘geometry optimization’ of the molecules using
molecular and quantum mechanics software [44-46], the
calculation of thousands (sometimes more than one
hundred thousand) descriptors, the selection of ‘significant’
descriptors and the selection of ‘the best’ QSPRs is made
using the algorithm of the PRECLAV software [47].

The program calculates equations (QSPRs) of the
dependent property P.

 (1)

where:
P is (the computed value of) the dependent property
C0 is intercept
Ci are weighting factors (coefficients)
Di are (the values of some) descriptors, frequently sums

or products of two descriptors
p  is the number of descriptors
Using all molecules in the calibration set the program

computes the quality QC of QSPRs and it sorts, using a
heuristic procedure, thousands of billions equations by QC
value.

Q
C
 = r2 • (1 – p/N)   (2)

where:
r2 is the square of the Pearson linear correlation of the

calculated/observed values of the dependent property
N is the number of molecules in the calibration set
p is the number of descriptors   2 ≤ p  ≤ 2 • (ln(N) + 1).
The function (2), specific to PRECLAV software, is

theorized in one of our previous papers [47]. The value of
QC is in the range [0, 1].
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Finally, the best 1000 QSPRs are recorded. In this group
of the best QSPRs the most suitable equation for the
description of the molecules in the calibration set is
considered the QSPR with the greatest value of QC.
However, the most suitable equation for the description of
the molecules in the prediction set is considered the QSPR
with the greatest value of proposed function QV, calculated
only for the molecules in the validation set.

     Q
V
 = f(r) • (1 + R/A)     (3a)

where:
r is the Pearson linear correlation of the calculated/

observed values of the dependent property with value in
the range [-1, +1]

f(r) is a function of r, with value within the range [0, 1];
f(r) = 0.5 • (1 + r)

R  is the average of residues; R = 1/V •Σ|Pcalc – Pobs|
V  is the number of molecules in the validation set
A  is the average of the module of observed values of

the dependent property;
    A = 1/V • Σ |P

obs
|

Consequently

QV = 0.5 • (1 + r) • S1 / (S1 + S2)                (3b)

where:
S1 is the sum of the module of observed values of the

dependent property  S1 = Σ |Pobs|
S2 is the sum of the module of differences  of calculated

/ observed values S2 = Σ |Pcalc – Pobs|
The value of QV is in the range [0, 1].
The form of the formulas (3), as a combination of

correlation and residues, was not determined on a
theoretical basis, but empirically, using various databases
and many QSPR studies. If QV in formulas (3) uses other
statistical functions (square of Pearson linear correlation
r2, Fisher function F, standard error of equation SEE, Root
Mean Square RMS, Kendall/Spearman rank correlations rK
and rS)  the quality of prediction for the molecules of the
prediction set is worse. These ‘bad’ results are not the
subject of this paper. In addition, the effect of the presence
of outlier molecules in the calibration set is not the subject
of this paper.

In summary, the characteristics of the proposed method
are:

-modification of the initial database according to the
results of molecular similarity calculations

-identification of the validation set based on similarity
calculations

-inclusion of the validation set in the calibration set
-use of the proposed formula (3) as a validation function
-it uses, for prediction of the studied property for the

molecules in the prediction set, only the validated equation.
These features make up, together, a substantially new

method to solve the problems a), b), c) and g), maybe d),
e) and f), commented in Section 1. The presence/absence
of the molecules in used calibration, validation and
prediction sets depends on the similarity of the molecules.
The proposed method could be called MolSim validation.

In drug design practice, the value of the dependent
property for the molecules in the prediction set is unknown.
However, to highlight the effect of the proposed procedure
on the quality of prediction for the molecules in the
prediction set, we present here the results of five QSPR
studies, using molecules in prediction set with known value
of the dependent property. We used, as the initial prediction
set, the molecules with the highest or lowest values of the
dependent property, more exactly 20% of initially available
molecules. Thus, the similarity, in a broad sense, of the

initial calibration and prediction sets is presumed to be
low.

If the agreement between the calculated/observed
values of the dependent property in the analyzed group is
good, the quality of prediction is considered high. However,
it is difficult to choose the most appropriate statistical
function to measure this ‘agreement’. For instance, if the
coefficient of variation of the calculated/observed values
is small, the values of square Pearson linear and Kendall/
Spearman rank correlations, frequently small, are irrelevant.
Therefore, the Standard Error of Equation seems to be more
appropriate for prediction for the molecules in the
calibration set and the Standard Error seems to be more
appropriate for prediction for the molecules in the prediction
set. However, the Standard Error is great or ‘small’ only
relative to the average of the observed values.
Consequently, to measure the quality of prediction for the
molecules in the prediction set, we chose the Relative
Standard Error, see the formula (7) and Relative Residue,
see the proposed formula (9).

           CV% = 100 • SD / AC                                                          (4)
           SD =[Σ(Pcalc – AC)2/(N – 1)]1/2                                                  (5)

where:
CV% is the Coefficient of Variation of the calculated

values
SD is the Standard Deviation of the calculated values
AC is the average of the calculated values
N  is the number of molecules

         SEE=[Σ(Pcalc–Pobs)
2/(N– p)]1/2                                                    (6)

where:
SEE is the Standard Error of Equation
p  is the number of predictors
Pcalc and Pobs are the calculated and observed values of

the dependent property

 RSE% = 100 • SE / AO                                                             (7)
SE=[Σ(Pcalc–Pobs)

2/(N– 1)]1/2                                                       (8)

where:
RSE% is the Relative Standard Error
SE is the Standard Error
AO is the average of the observed values

 RR% = 100 • S2 / S1       (9)
where:

RR% is the Relative Residue
S2 and S1 are the sums in formula (3b)
The formulas (4) and (7) can be applied only if all

calculated and observed values of the dependent property
are positive. On the contrary, the formula (9) can be applied
regardless of the algebraic sign of the values.

How can one know that the estimated values are, in
average, accurate, if the observed values of the dependent
property for the molecules in the prediction set are
unknown?

As a rule, the value of RR% is small if the similarity of the
analyzed calibration and prediction sets is high (high value
of SIM), the quality of the prediction for the calibration set
is high (high value of QC) and the quality of the prediction
for the validation set is high (high value of QV). We propose,
to estimate the value of RR%, the formulas (10) and (11),
where a ~ 10, b ~ 3, c = 0.9, d = 5, e = 2. These formulas
and definition of SIM as median have been found
empirically  using various databases and many QSPR
studies.
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RR%est = a / QQ b                                                                  (10)

 QQ = (c + SIM) / [d – e • QV • (QC + QV)]                                         (11)

If RR%est < 20 the values of the real residues are probably, in average, small.

Results and discussions
This section presents the results of the five QSPR studies and of a sixth comparative study.

QSPR study #1
Database: Phenol derivatives in table 1 (50 molecules)
Dependent property: toxicity T against protozoan  Tetrahymena pyriformis
Dependent property formula, based on the cited values of the toxicity [48, 49]:
T = 0.431 + Tcited
Initial database:

Table 1
THE ANALYZED STRUCTURES AND THE
OBSERVED VALUE OF THE DEPENDENT

PROPERTY

  calibration set: molecules 1 – 40 (40 molecules)
  prediction set: molecules 41 – 50 (10 molecules)

Final database:
  calibration set: the structures written in normal letters

in table 1 (35 molecules)
  validation set: molecules 31 – 40 (10 molecules)
  prediction set: molecules 41 – 47 (7 molecules)
  SIM = 0.5214
The eliminated molecules from the initial calibration and

prediction sets: the structures written in bold letters in
table 1  (5 + 3 = 8 molecules)

 The eliminated molecule 1 (Phenol) seems to be
atypical from the point of view of chemical structure (no
substituents). The eliminated molecules 48 – 50 seem to
be atypical from the viewpoint of size.

Best QSPR by QC, see formula (1):
C0 = 4.5127
C1 = 0.0003
D1 is the product d1•d2 where
       d1 is Molecular mass
       d2 is Number of double occupied molecular orbitals
C2 = - 0.4218
D2 is the product d3•d4 where
       d3 is percent (in weight) of molecular fragment C6H3

      d4 is percent (in weight) of molecular fragment Br
C3 = - 1.3985
D3 is the sum d5+d6 where
    d5 is Maximum parallax for probe atom #93 (3D

descriptor)
       d6 is Sum of repulsive forces on probe atom #68 (3D

descriptor)
Quality of prediction for the molecules in the final

calibration/validation sets, see formulas (2), (3) and (6):
p=3   N=35   r2 = 0.9002  QC = 0.8230   SEE = 0.1294   QV = 0.8733

   Best QSPR by QV:
C0 = 0.0021
   C1 = - 0.9852
  D1 is Moriguchi logP function - 0.95 * MLogP - 1.32 [50]
   C2 = 4.2955
   D2 is a R maximal autocorrelation weighted by atomic

polarizabilities [51]
   C3 = - 0.8876
   D3 is the sum d1+d2 where
       d1 is Maximum parallax for probe atom #93 (3D

descriptor)
       d2 is Sum of repulsive forces on probe atom #12 (3D

descriptor)
Quality of prediction for the molecules in the final

calibration/validation sets:
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p=3   N = 35   r2= 0.8800  QC = 0.8045   SEE = 0.1419   QV = 0.9300
Table 2 presents the result of prediction for the molecules

in the final prediction set.

 Statistics and quality of the prediction for the molecules
in the final prediction set: Table 2

 CALCULATED/OBSERVED VALUES  FOR THE FINAL
PREDICTION SET

using the best QSPR by QC
        SD = 0.4644   AC = 1.9024   CV% = 24.4

Table 3
 THE ANALYZED STRUCTURES AND THE OBSERVED VALUE OF THE DEPENDENT PROPERTY

        rK = 0.5238   r2 = 0.5270
        SE = 0.4193   AO = 2.1529    RSE% = 19.5
      RR% = 16.2   RR%est = 29.4
using the best QSPR by QV
        SD = 0.4053   AC = 1.9106   CV% = 21.1
       rK = 0.9048   r2 = 0.8655
          SE = 0.3081   AO = 2.1529   RSE% = 14.3
      RR% = 11.3   RR%est = 19.5

QSPR study #2
Database: Phenyl-N-methylcarbamate derivatives in

table 3 (76 molecules)
Dependent property: inhibitory capacity A on

cholinesterase
Dependent property formula, based on the cited values

of the activity [52]:
A = Acited
Initial database:
      calibration set: molecules 1 - 61 (61 molecules)
      prediction set: molecules 62 - 76 (15 molecules)
 Final database:
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      calibration set: the structures written in normal letters
in table 3  (61 molecules)

     validation set: molecules 14 - 61 (48 molecules)
     prediction set: molecules 62 - 76 (15 molecules)
       SIM = 0.7039
The eliminated molecules from the initial calibration and

prediction sets: none
Best QSPR by QC:
C0 = - 3.7859
  C1 = - 0.2567
  D1 is the product d1•d2 where
       d1 is Number of bonds (heavy atoms, different from

hydrogen)
       d2 is Minimum free valence of N atoms
  C2 = - 0.0077
  D2 is the product d3•d4 where
       d3 is Minimum aromaticity of aromatic chemical

bonds [53]
       d4 is Maximum net charge of N atoms
  C3 = 0.0273
  D3 is Variation coefficient of mass fragments
  C4 = 0.1080
  D4 is Kier symmetry index [54]
  C5 = 0.8116
 D5 is Eigenvalue #4 of edge adjacency matrix, weighted

by resonance integrals [55]
  C6 = - 31.1766
  D6 is Sum of attraction forces on probe atom #38 (3D

descriptor)
  C7 = 0.00004
  D7 is the product d5•d6 where
    d5 is Volume of circumscribed sphere (cubic

angströms)
       d6 is Moment of inertia A
Quality of prediction for the molecules in the final

calibration/validation sets:
p = 7   N = 61   r2 = 0.8585  QC = 0.7600   SEE = 0.3537

QV = 0.9073

 Best QSPR by QV:
C0 = - 2.7407
  C1 = - 0.0037
  D1 is the product d1•d2 where
    d1 is Area of circumscribed ellipsoid (square

angstroms)
       d2 is Minimum free valence of N atoms
 C2 = - 2.4322
  D2 is the sum d3+d4 where
       d3 is Minimum net charge of C atoms
       d4 is Maximum net charge of N atoms
  C3 = 197.4917
  D3 is the product d5•d6 where
   d5 is Average parallax for probe atom #98 (3D

descriptor)
       d6 is Sum of repulsive forces on probe atom #69 (3D

descriptor)
  C4 = 0.0100
  D4 is Minimum aromaticity of the aromatic zones [53]
  C5 = 0.0174
  D5 is COMMA2 value weighted by atomic masses [56]
  C6 = - 0.5227
D6 is Complementary information content

(neighborhood symmetry of 3 order) [57]
  C7 = 0.00004
  D7 is the product d6•d7 where
    d6 is Volume of circumscribed sphere (cubic

angströms)
       d7 is Moment of inertia A
Quality of prediction for the molecules in the final

calibration/validation sets:
    p = 7   N = 61   r2 = 0.8388  QC = 0.7425
    SEE = 0.3776   QV = 0.9084
Table 4 presents the result of prediction for the molecules

in the final prediction set.

Table 4
CALCULATED/OBSERVED VALUES FOR THE FINAL

PREDICTION SET

Statistics and quality of prediction for the molecules in
the final prediction set:

  using the best QSPR by QC
         SD = 0.5348   AC = 5.8743   CV% = 9.1   rK = 0.5619

r2 = 0.5953
         SE = 0.8416   AO = 6.6167    RSE% = 12.7   RR% =

11.2   RR%est = 18.7
   using the best QSPR by QV
        SD = 0.8028   AC = 6.1535   CV% = 13.0   rK = 0.5238

r2 = 0.6895

       SE = 0.6877   AO = 6.6167   RSE% = 10.4   RR% =
8.6   RR%est = 19.3

QSPR study #3
Database: Fluoroalkanes in Table 5 (77 molecules)
    Dependent property: boiling point BP
    Dependent property formula, based on the cited values

(0C) of the boiling point [58]:
    BP = 273.2 + BPcited
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  Table 5
THE ANALYZED STRUCTURES AND THE
OBSERVED VALUE OF THE DEPENDENT

PROPERTY

Initial database:
       calibration set: molecules 1 - 62 (62 molecules)
       prediction set: molecules 63 - 77 (15 molecules)

Final database:
      calibration set: the structures written in normal letters

in table 5 (58 molecules)
      validation set: molecules 27 - 62 (36 molecules)
      prediction set: molecules 63 - 77 (15 molecules)
      SIM = 0.6759
The eliminated molecules from the initial calibration and

prediction sets: the structures written in bold letters in
table 5  (4 + 0 = 4 molecules)

The molecules 3, 11, 15 and 19, removed from the initial
calibration set are molecules with a high percentage of
fluorine.

Best QSPR by QC:
C0 = 989.8097
  C1 = 3.4737
  D1 is Total information content index [55]
  C2 = - 854.2682
  D2 is Average connectivity index [59]
  C3 = - 11.2378
  D3 is Geary autocorrelation lag #4, weighted by atomic

volumes [60]
  C4 = 388.6772
  D4 is the sum d1+d2 where
       d1 is Maximum value of coordination (heteroatoms)

       d2 is Maximum free valence of F atoms
  C5 = - 29.7977
  D5 is Global shape index [61]
Quality of prediction for the molecules in the final

calibration/validation sets:
p=5   N = 58   r2 =0.9403  QC = 0.8593   SEE = 6.5071   QV = 0.9673

Best QSPR by QV:
C0 = 179.9339
  C1 = - 185.2972
  D1 is the sum d1+d2 where
       d1 is Maximum bond order (C-C bonds)
       d2 is Maximum net charge of H in H-C bonds
  C2 = 44.7892
  D2 is Maximal electrotopological positive variation [62]
  C3 = 76.0104
  D3 is product d3•d4 where
       d3 is Number of atoms
       d4 is Maximum free valence of H atoms
  C4 = 85.8760
  D4 is Mean information index on atomic composition

[55]
  C5 = 1.5017
  D5 is is the sum d5+d6 where
       d5 is percent (in weight) of molecular fragment CH2
       d6 is percent (in weight) of molecular fragment CH
Quality of prediction for the molecules in the final

calibration/validation sets:
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    p = 7   N = 58   r2 = 0.9369  QC = 0.8561   SEE = 6.6933   QV = 0.9675
Table 6 presents the result of prediction for the molecules in the final prediction set.

Table 6
CALCULATED/OBSERVED VALUES  FOR THE FINAL

PREDICTION SET

    Statistics and quality of prediction for the molecules in the final prediction set:
       using the best QSPR by QC
          SD = 10.9269   AC = 324.4208   CV% = 3.4   rK = 0.4667   r2 = 0.5064
          SE = 18.5720   AO = 337.8    RSE% = 5.5   RR% = 4.1   RR%est = 8.1
       using the best QSPR by QV
          SD = 10.4095   AC = 328.9099   CV% = 3.2   rK = 0.5429   r2 = 0.6591
          SE = 14.7312   AO = 337.8   RSE% = 4.4   RR% = 3.6   RR%est = 8.1

QSPR study #4
 Database: Tacrine derivatives in table 7 (101 molecules)
                     Tacrine (CAS 321-64-2) is the molecule 77 in Table 7.
Dependent property: inhibitory capacity pIC50 on acetyl cholinesterase
Dependent property formula, based on the cited values of the IC50 (ìM) [63-66]:
pIC50 = 6 + log(1 / IC50)

Table 7
THE ANALYZED STRUCTURES AND THE OBSERVED VALUE OF THE DEPENDENT PROPERTY
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Table 7 - CONTINUATED
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Initial database:
      calibration set: molecules 1 - 81 (81 molecules)
      prediction set: molecules 82 - 101 (20 molecules)

Final database:
       calibration set: the structures written in normal

letters in table 7 (80 molecules)
       validation set: molecules 60 - 81 (22 molecules)
       prediction set: molecules 82 - 97 (16 molecules)
       SIM = 0.7721
The eliminated molecules from initial calibration and

prediction sets: the structures written in bold letters in
Table 7 (1 + 4 = 5 molecules)

The eliminated molecule 55 from the initial calibration
set is a molecule having a very large size and a very
elongated shape.  All eliminated molecules 98-101 from
the initial prediction set are derivatives of 11H-indeno (1,2-
b)-4-amino-quinoline.

 Best QSPR by QC:
C0 = 15.7959
  C1 = - 0.3810

  D1 is 3D-MoRSE signal #11 weighted by atomic
electronegativities [67]

  C2 = - 0.7771
  D2 is 3D-MoRSE signal #17 weighted by atomic

masses [67]
  C3 = 2.5887
  D3 is component symmetry #4 WHIM index weighted

by atomic masses [61]
  C4 = 0.0071
  D4 is the product d1•d2 where
       d1 is Moment of inertia A
       d2 is Minimum free valence of C atoms
  C5 = 0.0624
  D5 is the sum d3+d4 where
       d3 is Number of C-N aromatic bonds
       d4 is Minimum free valence of Cl atoms
  C6 = 15.5362
  D6 is the product d5•d6 where
       d5 is percent (in weight) of molecular fragment

C5H3NO
       d6 is percent (in weight) of molecular fragment F
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  C7 = - 0.7527
  D7 is 3D-MoRSE signal #14 weighted by atomic

polarizabilities [67]
  C8 = - 3.2643
  D8 is Maximum parallax for probe atom #93 (3D

descriptor)
  C9 = 0.0247
  D9 is Maximum distance between O atoms (unlinked

to H)
  C10 = - 0.3398
  D10 is Number of C6 aromatic rings
Quality of prediction for the molecules in the final

calibration/validation sets:
    p = 10   N = 80   r2 = 0.7916  QC = 0.6926   SEE =

0.2764   QV = 0.8928
Best QSPR by QV:
C0 = 19.5764
  C1 = - 0.4486
  D1 is 3D-MoRSE signal #11 weighted by atomic

electronegativities [67]
  C2 = - 0.6249
  D2 is 3D-MoRSE signal #17 weighted by atomic

masses [67]
  C3 = 2.6104
  D3 is component symmetry #4 WHIM index weighted

by atomic masses [61]
  C4 = 0.0065
  D4 is the product d1•d2 where
       d1 is Moment of inertia A
       d2 is Minimum free valence of C atoms
  C5 = 0.0592
  D5 is the sum d3+d4 where
       d3 is Number of C-N aromatic bonds
       d4 is Minimum free valence of Cl atoms
  C6 = 13.5123
  D6 is the product d5•d6 where
       d5 is percent (in weight) of molecular fragment

C5H3NO
       d6 is percent (in weight) of molecular fragment F
  C7 = - 0.5475
  D7 is 3D-MoRSE signal #14 weighted by atomic

volumes [67]
  C8 = - 3.3415
  D8 is Maximum parallax for probe atom #93 (3D

descriptor)
  C9 = - 2.1773
  D9 is lowest eigenvalue #2 in Burden matrix weighted

by atomic masses [68]
  C10 = 0.0115
  D10 is the sum d5+d6 where

       d5 is percent (in weight) of molecular fragment
C5H3NO

       d6 is percent (in weight) of molecular fragment
C9H5O3

 Quality of prediction for the molecules in the final
calibration/validation sets:

    p = 10   N = 80   r2 = 0.7777  QC = 0.6805   SEE =
0.2854   QV = 0.9109

Table 8 presents the result of prediction for the molecules
in the final prediction set.

Table 9
 THE ANALYZED MOLECULES AND OBSERVED VALUE OF THE DEPENDENT PROPERTY

Statistics and quality of prediction for the molecules in
the final prediction set:

  using the best QSPR by QC
        SD = 0.2431   AC = 6.0538   CV% = 4.0   rK = - 0.0167

r2 = 0.0192
     SE = 0.8203   AO = 5.336    RSE% = 15.4   RR% =

13.5   RR%est = 21.8
 using the best QSPR by QV
SD = 0.2411   AC = 6.0305   CV% = 4.0   rK = - 0.1167   r2

= 0.0008
 SE = 0.8073   AO = 5.336   RSE% = 15.1   RR% = 13.1

RR%est = 19.8

QSPR study #5
Database: pure liquids in table 9 (107 compounds)
Dependent property: viscosity V
Dependent property formula, based on the cited values

of η (Pa • s at 200C) [69]:
V = ln (1000 • η)

Table 8
CALCULATED/OBSERVED VALUES FOR THE FINAL

PREDICTION SET
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 Initial database:
       calibration set: molecules 1 - 86 (86 molecules)
       prediction set: molecules 87 - 107 (21 molecules)
Final database:
       calibration set: the compounds written in normal

letters in table 9  (86 molecules)
       validation set: molecules 42 - 86 (45 molecules)
       prediction set: molecules 87 - 106 (20 molecules)
       SIM = 0.7211
The eliminated molecules from the initial calibration and

prediction sets:
       the compounds written in bold letters in table 9  (0

+ 1 = 1 molecule), i.e. only the molecule 107
 Best QSPR by QC:
C0 = 5.2974
  C1 = 0.1423
  D1 is the product d1•d2 where
       d1 is Number of single bonds
       d2 is Maximum force in O-H bonds
  C2 = - 0.0009
  D2 is the product d3•d4 where
       d3 is Minimum force in O-H bonds
       d4 is Maximum mass of molecular fragments

Table 9 - CONTINUATED

  C3 = 0.2764
  D3 is the sum d5+d6 where
       d5 is Cyclomatic number
       d6 is Total energy (sum electronic energy + core-
       core energy)/ 1000
  C4 = 0.2565
  D4 is the product d7•d8 where
       d7 is Dipole moment
       d8 is Polarity parameter
  C5 = - 2.8364
  D5 is the sum d9+d10 where
       d9 is Maximum net charge of H atoms
       d10 is Maximum net charge of N atoms
  C6 = 0.0805
  D6 is the modified Randic connectivity index [70]
Quality of prediction for the molecules in the final

calibration/validation sets:
    p = 6   N = 86   r2 = 0.9473  QC = 0.8812   SEE =

0.3200   QV = 0.9471
Best QSPR by QV:
    The best QSPR (by QC) and the best QSPR (by QV) are

identical.

    Table 10
CALCULATED/OBSERVED VALUES FOR

FINAL PREDICTION SET
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Table 10 presents the result of prediction for the
molecules in the final prediction set.

Statistics and quality of prediction for the molecules in
the final prediction set:

     using the best QSPR by QC/QV
          SD = 0.2027   AC = 6.0884   CV% = 3.3   rK = 0.5053

r2 = 0.5175
          SE = 0.2909   AO = 5.8606    RSE% = 5.0   RR% =

4.2   RR%est = 8.5
With regard to the prediction quality for the prediction

set molecules, we have found:
-the best equation by QC and the best equation by QV are

frequently quite different, from the point of view of the
included predictors and weighting factors

-in all QSPR studies the value of RSE% and RR% obtained
using the best equation by QV is equal or smaller (the quality
of prediction is equal or higher) than the value of RSE% and
RR% obtained using the best equation by QC

-the values of RSE% and RR% are quite small despite of
the low similarity of the calibration and prediction sets,
low value of CV% and, sometimes, high complexity of the
analyzed structures; these results suggest the prediction
can be reliable for new compounds having unknown value
of the dependent property, if these compounds are similar
enough with some molecules in the calibration set

-there is a very good correlation between the values of
RR% and RR%est

-the value of the square Pearson correlation r2 and Kendall
rank correlation rK is high (and the order of molecules in
the prediction set, according to the calculated values, is
trustworthy) only if the value of CV% is high enough

QSPR study #6
There are many differences between the proposed

method and the external validation method(s). To make a
meaningful comparison we used the database in the QSPR
study #2, because in this study the proposed method did
not eliminate any molecule from the initial calibration and
prediction sets.

The steps of this comparative study were:
-  the 61 molecules of the initial calibration set (i.e. the

molecules 1-61 in table 3) were
   ordered, in ascending order, according to the value of

the dependent property

-  the molecules with ranks 3, 8, 13, 18, etc (12
molecules) were included in the validation set; the other
49 molecules were included in the new calibration set;
according to this extraction  method the new calibration
set should be a quite representative sample for the 61
molecules group [35]

-  QSPR calculation; the best (by QC) equation for the
description of molecules in the new calibration set was
the next QSPR #6:

C0 = - 8.0053
  C1 = - 7.1302
  D1 is the product d1•d2 where
       d1 is Minimum net charge of O atoms
       d2 is Minimum free valence of N atoms
  C2 = 5564.5293
  D2 is the product d3•d4 where
       d3 is Sum of repulsive forces on probe atom #9 (3D

descriptor)
     d4 is Sum of repulsive forces on probe atom #112

(3D descriptor)
  C3 = - 0.4747
  D3 is Moran autocorrelation lag #6, weighted by atomic

volumes [71]
  C4 = 2.6091
  D4 is 3D MoRSE signal #21, weighted by atomic

volumes [67]
  C5 = 0.0211
  D5 is Minimum aromaticity of aromatic chemical bonds

[53]
  C6 = 0.8493
  D6 is Information content (neighborhood symmetry of

3 order) [57]
We observe many differences between QSPR #6 and

the best (by QC) QSPR #2.
The quality of prediction for the molecules in the new

calibration set, using QSPR #6,  was high (r2 = 0.8730 rK =
0.7891 QC = 0.7661 SEE = 0.3369 RSE% = 7.2). The quality
of prediction for the molecules in the validation set was
acceptable (r2 = 0.5562 rK = 0.6061 SE = 0.6738 RSE% =
14.5).

Table 11 aggregates, for comparison, the prediction
made using the best (by QC) QSPR #2, the best (by QV)
QSPR #2 and the validated equation QSPR #6, for the

  Table 11
CALCULATED/OBSERVED VALUES FOR  THE MOLECULES IN THE FINAL PREDICTION SET
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molecules of the same prediction set, i.e. the molecules
62 - 76 in table 3.

According to the values of r2, rK, SE, RSE% and RR% the
quality of the prediction made using the validated (in a
classic manner) QSPR #6 is much lower. We think this
worse result is effect  of the difference between the
features of the databases used in studies #2 and #6,
probable the characteristics b), c), e) and g) commented
in Section 1.

Conclusions
The characteristics of the proposed method are:
-elimination of some molecules from the initial

calibration and prediction sets, according to the result of
specific molecular similarity procedure

-the validation set is identified based on the results of
similarity calculations and includes the molecules of the
calibration set most similar to the molecules of the
prediction set

-inclusion of the validation set in the calibration set used
for model building

-using a new mathematical formula as a validation
function

-the most suitable equation for the description of
molecules in the calibration set is different from the
validated equation; these two equations are identified
within the group of the best 1000 QSPRs

-   the validated equation is considered the most suitable
equation for the description of molecules in the prediction
set

The proposed method should be applied only if the
analyzed database includes a prediction set. In five QSPR
studies the validated (in proposed manner) equation made
better prediction for molecules in the prediction set than
the most suitable equation for the description of molecules
in the calibration set. In the sixth study the proposed
method produced a better result than a classic external
validation method.
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